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Jayne chairs the Falmouth Place Shaping Board
to take these projects forward and she enlarged
the Board from just Councillors to include other
stakeholders including the Civic Society. The
Board has applied for £150,000 from the Vitality
of High Streets Fund to prepare a business plan
and costings to make Falmouth ready to bid for
major funding to make these projects a reality.
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Jayne Kirkham at our 2021 AGM

Jayne became a councillor after the death of
Candy Atherton and wanted to carry on her role
in relation to Falmouth’s Neighbourhood Plan.
Other towns in Cornwall, such as Penzance, were
further advanced in their initiatives and had
significant funding which Falmouth lacked. Jayne
wanted to know why Falmouth had been left out,
and so she gave the Heads of Directorates at
Cornwall Council a tour of the town pointing out
all the problems the town faced. They were
supportive in providing funding for consultants
(Lavigne Lonsdale) to draw up plans for the three
main projects: Prince of Wales Pier, pedestrian
priority for the main streets, and Church Street
car park.

Falmouth

report by Angela Shields

Exciting images from Lavigne Lonsdale were
shown. Market Street would have a banner
celebrating the street entrance, and there would be
awnings and colourful bunting, planters, and
seating and a changed road surface to make it
pedestrian friendly.
The Church Street car park will become a
community asset. There will be pontoons to
increase marine activity. Development will make it
a ‘come to’ destination - dynamic, responding to
change, with cafés and facilities for boats, and
other cultural functions. More ideas are being
explored, such as an open-air theatre, pop up
markets and children’s activities. There needs to
be as much input from as many people as
possible.
The talk was greatly appreciated by members and
here are some of their comments:
I really enjoyed this year's AGM and was
most impressed with Jayne's talk. What
an inspirational woman. Falmouth's
lucky to have her.
I would like to express my delight at the
talk by Jayne Kirkham last night and her
wonderful insight into the Future of
Market Street in particular, which was a
joy to behold.

She showed us some images of these projects.
The ideas for the Pier, put forward by Andy
Nicholls’ Community Interest Company (CIC),
showed how disabled access could be achieved
and a sculpture and rotating seat at the end of the
Pier, designed by Andy.
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Falmouth’s Observatories - The Tower by Michael Carver
Falmouth had two Meteorological Observatories, the first being ‘The Tower’ built in 1868, and the second in
Western Terrace built in 1885. The story of the first is told in this article, and the second will appear in the
next Newsletter.

In 1867 the Meteorological Committee of the Royal Society decided that a series of Meteorological
Stations around the British Isles was needed to give accurate data for the discussion of the law of
storms and weather changes and to throw a totally new light on the study of the weather. Seven
stations would be set up to be run by local organisations; these were to be at Falmouth, Kew and
Stonyhurst, with two in Scotland, and two in Ireland. The Falmouth station was potentially the most
important being the most southerly and the first to record storms coming up the Channel. General
Sabine, President of the Royal Society and a member of the Polytechnic Society (RCPS), pointed out
that a scientific organisation already existed in Falmouth which would be well able to carry out these
duties.
The RCPS encouraged this suggestion, and Alfred Fox met Mr. Balfour Stewart at the Royal
Observatory at Kew to discover what would be needed. The site should be on elevated ground, as
open as possible, high enough to record the winds uninterrupted, and the building should be suitable
as a residence for an Observer. The RCPS Committee was charged to select a few sites for his
consideration.
Three sites on Bowling Green Hill were chosen, and Mr. Stewart approved them all, leaving it to the
Society to make the decision. The chosen site in Victoria Cottages, behind 1 Florence Place, consisted
of a stable which would be demolished and replaced by a purpose-built tower.
The RCPS could not afford such a construction, but agreed with a local builder, and Society member, Mr.
Roberts, that he would erect a building at his own expense, which he would then lease to the Society for
£60 a year, for a 21 year period. The Met Council would provide a grant of £250 a year to cover the rent,
the salaries of the Observer and an Assistant, and other incidentals. Only three months later, the building
was up and working. Mr. Lovell Squire was appointed Observer and remained in post for the next 14 years.
This was no sinecure; the duties of the Observer and his Assistant, Mr Edward Kitto, were minutely
prescribed by the Society’s Meteorological Committee and the Met Office in London. Readings of the
barometer and thermometers must be taken five times a day; at 9.30 all clocks and the chronometer had to
be wound; at 10 the rain gauge must be replaced; the instruments must be cleaned and oiled regularly; and
many other duties filled the day. Reports had to be sent to the Met Office every Tuesday and Thursday,
and weekly, monthly and annual reports had to be prepared for publication.

The location of The Tower Observatory , and the Kitto Plaque (Sources: National Library of Scotland & Michael Carver)
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The functions and importance of the Falmouth Observatory grew steadily. A Climatological Station
was set up at 8 Florence Place. Sea temperatures were taken off the coast and at Falmouth Docks,
since weather observations were of great value to the fishing fleet. In 1881 Mr Gill was authorised to
set up a Second Order Climatological and Meteorological Station in Helston under the supervision of
the RCPS.
Eventually the many duties and the task of climbing the stairs several times a day became too onerous
for Mr. Squire who resigned in 1882, and the position was offered to Mr. Kitto, who moved into the
Tower with his wife as Assistant, and continued the recordings until three years later, when a bolt fell
from the Meteorological blue.
The Meteorological Council suddenly proposed to withdraw the all-important grant. The reason given
was that some of the country’s seven First Class Observatories were no longer actively valuable, and
in any case the Falmouth station was badly placed in a confined site above the harbour – although the
site had been approved by Mr. Stewart only fifteen years before.
This would have proved damaging to the Society after only 15 years of their 21 year lease, quite apart
from the abrupt termination of the extensive arrangements that had been carefully followed since 1867
– painstaking and meticulous work of which the Society was justly proud.
A Memorial written by Professor John Couch Adams showed strong evidence for the importance of the
Falmouth Observatory, particularly to shipping. The Earl of Kimberley met with General Strachey,
Chairman of the Meteorological Committee; Professor Adams’s Memorial was published in The Times;
and consideration was given to raising the matter in the House of Commons.
Eventually, in June 1883 a distinguished high-level Deputation from Cornwall met the Meteorological
Council in their London Offices. Arguments continued until the Council offered to reconsider, and
finally agreed that a new site in Falmouth should be built in a more suitable location. The £250 grant
would be continued for 5 years if a suitable observatory were built at the RCPS’s expense.
This was agreed, the old Tower was released to Mr. Roberts, and has passed through several hands
since then. A camera obscura was installed on the top floor, and it was renovated in June 2010.
Today the Poly Tower still decorates the skyline, the first building the sailor sees as he looks to the sky
to see what is happening to the weather.

The Tower today, still prominent on the skyline (Source: Cornwall Live & Cornwall Cottages)
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Daffodil King by Jean Carr
Daffodil breeder Percival Dacres Williams was feted by his horticultural contemporaries as ‘Cornwall’s
Daffodil King.’ In the fields surrounding his home at Lanarth, St.Keverne, on the Lizard peninsula, he
perfected over 500 registered new varieties and thousands of unnamed daffodil seedlings which were
snapped up by collectors and bulb merchants from Holland and America before his death in 1935. His
large cupped ‘Carlton’ is still the most widely sold daffodil of all time.

Percival Dacres Williams (1865-1935), of Lanarth, St.Keverne, in addition to daffodil breeding he served as the High Sheriff
of Cornwall, chaired the County Council’s Horticultural Sub-Committee, and with his cousin J.C. Williams of Caerhays Castle
founded the Cornwall Daffodil Spring Show in 1897. P.D Williams at his home ‘ Inspecting daffs in stableyard …’; Mrs
Williams is seated on the left. (Source: Lanarth Archive)

Dutch daffodil merchant Matthew
Zandbergen (1903 -1990) regarded P.D
as he was affectionately known, as ‘the
world’s most successful breeder of his
time; he had an intuitive almost mystical
approach’, tucking a rabbit’s tail in his
jacket top pocket to aid pollinating daffodil
flowers.

Botanical artist E.A.Bowles
painting of Lendra (left) and
Carthillian (right) painted 23rd
March 1935 at Lanarth, (Source:
Lanarth Archive)

In 1927 American bulb importer John
Scheepers, Director of the Horticultural
Society of New York, planted a trial
collection of 64 daffodil varieties from P.D,
promising him ‘ I shall leave no stone
unturned ..to advance in this country the
new craze for finer daffodils.’ Indeed he
did. Three years later Mrs Paul Davis of
Greywoods, Nashville, Tennessee,
ordered 79 varieties, her bill of £735, the
equivalent of £33,634 today, requested by
P.D to be paid in gold.

E.A. Bowles painting of Damson
(still grown today), dated 4th April
1930, when he and fellow artist
Frank Galsworthy were staying at
Lanarth. (Source: Lanarth Archive)

Just how important P.D’s daffodils were to the Dutch and American daffodil market was discovered
with the recent unpacking of boxes stored in Lanarth’s attics during the second world when the house
was requisitioned for evacuees. There are numerous letters, telegrams, invoices, bulb catalogues,
P.D’s stock and order books, photographs and paintings by botanical artists Frank Galsworthy and
E.A.Bowles commissioned by P.D to record in his latest daffodils.
P.D was well placed to capitalise on Cornwall’s late nineteenth century daffodil gold rush which spread
from the Isles of Scilly to West Penwith, banks of the Fal estuary and the Tamar Valley. He was 26
years old when he inherited Lanarth in 1891 from his father George Williams of Scorrier, descendant
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of mining tycoon John Williams. P.D’s cousin, J.C Williams who inherited Caerhays in 1880 when he
was just 18, also bred some fine daffodils but is now best remembered for his rhododendrons.
(Right). P.D. commissioned fashionable
botanical artists to record his newest
daffodils. A number of their paintings were
found at his home.
In the Lanarth Visitors Book , dated 4th
April 1930, botanical artist Frank
Galsworthy (1863 -1959) drew a girl with
a Lent Lily, the English wild daffodil.
Above her hovers a sketch of a ‘Broccoli’
by botanical artist Edward Augustus
Bowles (1865 -1954), Cornwall’s winter
cauliflower, a huge cash crop for the
county’s farmers. To the right is a tiny
doodle of a man in a bowler hat with a
walking stick and suitcases, captioned
‘Bowley and his baggage.’
(Left).P.D’s meticulously noted 1929
stock list of daffodil bulbs for export.
(Source: Lanarth Archive)

As wealthy landowners they used their capital, contacts, and time to travel to transform their
horticultural passions into high profit ventures. The Lanarth documents chronicle P.D’s lucrative
business links. Matthew Zandbergen, who became P.D’s Dutch agent, originally visited Lanarth in the
early 1920s with his father Gerrit, a bulb merchant from Sassenheim. He recalled, ‘We introduced his
new varieties to growers in Holland, exhibited his flowers, and forced some 200 new varieties of his
seedlings every year. Many were bought by Dutch growers at fabulous prices to be tested, the best to
be resold back to the English bulb market.’ It is estimated that over ten years some 2,000 different
daffodil seedlings from Lanarth were transferred to Holland.

P.D’s daffodils were exhibited in Holland by his Dutch agent Matthew Zandbergen (1903 -1990). In the private Lanarth
Archive is a gold Gouden Medialle awarded to P.D. on 9th April 1931 by the Royal Bulb Growers Society at their Haarlem
show. Matthew Zandbergen was a skilled breeder in his own right , seen here brandishing his ‘ Eastertide’ which he
introduced in 1959. (Source:Lanarth Archive)

During the 1920s and 1930s fortunes were made – and lost – by the post war demand for daffodil
flowers, new varieties, and a growing international market for bulbs. P.D’s handwritten invoice to Mrs.
Paul Davies, Tennessee, prices just one Brunswick daffodil bulb at £10 or £457.00 today. Lanarth
bulbs were shipped worldwide, his daffodil flowers won international awards , he was visited at home
by passionate American daffodil collectors, mobbed by Dutch bulb growers at the London RHS shows,
and just before he died gave ‘ a thrilling lecture’ at that show’s International Daffodil Conference on ‘
British Daffodils – Past and Present.’
During the second world war Cornwall’s daffodils were grubbed up, their fields used for food crops,
and the Lanarth bulb business never really recovered. P.D’s son Michael did continue to supply some
bulbs including St.Keverne a new daffodil he registered and which is still popular today.
Falmouth daffodil grower Ron Scamp, who has bred and registered 400 new varieties, says, ‘P.D’s
contribution to the daffodil world is still unrivalled, his bulbs and seedlings helped establish the Dutch
daffodil industry and are still grown all over the world.’
Jean is a member of the Cornwall Gardens Trust whose Spring 2021 Newsletter can be read here
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Graffiti

by Jane Boriosi

There is no doubt that Falmouth suffers from a fair amount of graffiti. It might always be seen as
negative but look a bit wider and it is not necessarily that simple.
Graffiti, used in the singular and plural, unless making reference in archaeology when graffito is the
correct term, is writing or drawing on walls, doors and other surfaces. It is usually illicit and generally in
public places where people express humour, political points of view, leave love messages or are just
plain rude! It is a crime and regarded as vandalism if done without the consent of the owner of the
property.
However, this form of visual communication has been used since time immemorial and examples still
exist from ancient Egypt, Greece and of course, from the Roman Empire. Historians have gleaned
much information about civilisations from reading ancient graffiti and studying the levels of literacy, the
use of language and looking at the drawings etched into stone walls and monuments. Pompeii, in the
Campania region of Italy, that was covered with ash and lava dust from the eruption of Vesuvius for so
many years has now revealed her rich treasure trove of graffiti providing an insight into Roman street
life before AD79.
One particular ditty written on the wall of a tavern in Pompeii gives a good example of someone’s wit:
Landlord, may your lies malign
Bring destruction on your head!
You yourself drink unmixed wine,
Water (do you) sell (to) your guests instead.

Roman graffiti in Pompeii - a gladiatorial combat, and political campaigning (Sources: Widewalls & Harvard)

Throughout modern history graffiti has been strongly influenced by popular culture, music and
cult figures; hip hop, rock and roll, punk and the swinging 60’s were fodder for street art.
Wars, revolutions, anarchy, student protests, general strikes have all provided material for graffiti, too.
Most people will know “Kilroy was here” from World War II with its accompanying drawing of a man
with a long nose looking over a wall, which was used by American troops and is now part of US
culture. The heavily coloured Berlin wall became an iconic symbol of communism during the Cold War
and a small part has been preserved in the city.
We have all heard of famous street artists, such as Banksy, whose work sells for millions. The work of
the more professional graffiti artist can leave a startling message for the reader but most of what we
see from train windows or on the walls of underpasses now tends to be annoying messes of spray
paint daubed carelessly just to satisfy someone with a spray can in their hand. Sometimes, though,
there are messages for rival gangs to keep away from the territory of a local gang.
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Banksy (Canvas Art Rocks - print for sale!), And the Berlin Wall (photo: Mike Jenks)

In Falmouth we have seen a proliferation of name tagging and spray can work during the lockdown
most of which is very unsightly and disfiguring. The Council have a Graffiti Response team who will
answer an email and clean off as much paint as they can as long as it is on a public building.
Unfortunately, they are not able to help out on private property but there is a plethora of products to
be purchased online that can soften and dilute spray paint and marker pens. The Civic Society is
considering purchasing some graffiti removal products so that anyone whose private building has
suffered from ugly graffiti can contact us and then use it to clean up. Add in some elbow grease and a
bucket of soapy water and any trace will be pretty well erased.
If you spot anything noteworthy though, maybe it is best to leave it for history!

Graffiti or street art in Falmouth. Left, Mural sponsored by Spectrum (autism provider) painted by artist Marc Craig.
Right, on GyllyngStreet, painting despoiled by mindless scrawl.(Photos: Mike Jenks)

The unacceptable face of graffiti in Falmouth, disfiguring and not easy to remove on historic stone walls
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When the seagull entered the house by Lyn Wills
When the seagull entered the house,
Big, bold and brash
Wings beating like thunder,
All hell broke loose.
He came first to look around outside,
Dip his beak in the pond,
Savour the green watery weed.
Suddenly,
He had the urge to enter the house.
She
Was sitting quietly at the old kitchen table
Doors and windows wide open
To let in the summer sun
When
The seagull entered the house.
He was only a baby
But his wings were huge
He flapped and flopped his way around
Pecked at anything that took his fancy Flowers, plants, carpets, cushions,
All ripe for jabbing investigation.
She
Screamed:
“Get out, get out”
But the seagull chose not to hear
Or understand her cries
The seagull had entered the house.
Her beautiful, cluttered house
With all her life’s meaningful junk.
The seagull didn’t care.
Finally, he settled before the window
Calmly, looked out through the glass,
Emitted a few loud squawks
And - was gone.
The seagull had entered the house.
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Three International Graves in Falmouth Cemetery
by Tony Casey from We Love Falmouth Cemetery
Being an international port for many years, it is no surprise to find a significant number of international
graves in our cemetery. While many of those are war graves which I would hope to return to at a later
date, in this article I would like to focus on three notable stories.

Charles Napoleon - Count de Cardi
One particular grave which often arouses curiosity when spotted for the first time is that of Charles
Napoleon Count de Cardi situated a short distance from the chapels at the top of the cemetery.
The inscription reads “In Ever Loving Memory of CHARLES NAPOLEON Count de Cardi Died at
Falmouth October 23rd 1906 Aged 62”. One question which jumps into many people’s minds is to
wonder whether there is any connection with Napoleon Bonaparte who was born in Corsica. The only
thing we can say for sure is that the De Cardi family were members of the Corsican nobility in the 18th
century, the name being found in the south of the island around Bastia and Bonifacio. Charles was
actually born in Oxford in 1844 and a love of adventure led him to Italy where, at the age of 15, he
fought with Garibaldi in the Second Italian War of Independence. He was awarded a medal by the
Italian government for his service. Following this experience he moved to the Niger Delta as a trader
and, in 1864, took up a position in the Colonial Secretary’s office in Lagos. However, this post did not
seem to suit him and he appears to have travelled widely in West Africa where he gained a reputation
as an expert on the laws, customs, religion and history of that region and contributed to a book entitled
West African Studies principally written by Mary Kingsley whose solo adventures in the region made
her a celebrity in Victorian England. Both Charles and Mary appeared to have shared views, opposing
attempts by European missionaries to impose European culture on the local people and opposing
colonial rule.
At the time, the British had major imperial
ambitions in southern Nigeria where they
initially gained the support of King Ja Ja of
Opobo, a man who had worked his way up
from slavery by buying his freedom to
become, first, a successful businessman and
then an influential political leader of the
region. He founded and became king of the
state of Opobo. He consistently outmanoeuvred his African rivals and European
customers, establishing a near monopoly in
the palm oil trade. However, in 1885 Britain
established a protectorate over the region with
the result that Ja Ja resisted British
interference in his commercial empire. He
now became such a thorn in the side of the
British that he was tried by them for his
activities and exiled to the West Indies. It
appears that Charles was the only white man
who Ja Ja trusted and he was the only person
who spoke up for him at his trial.
Charles Napoleon eventually became the first
Honorary Secretary of the African Society,
spent much of his remaining life in Liverpool
and died in Falmouth in 1906. There is no
information as to why he spent his final days
in Falmouth.
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Luigi Adamolli
Tucked away close to the hedge bordering Madeira
Walk is an unusual, small and rather inconspicuous
memorial to this Italian ship’s engineer. In August 1891
he was serving on the Austro-Hungarian registered
cargo ship “B. Kemeney” which was en route from
Rouen to Italy with a cargo of sand for glass making. On
the 12th of August the vessel struck rocks off the coast
of Alderney while in thick fog but there were no
casualties and the ship was towed into Braye harbour in
Alderney. Two weeks later we find Luigi in Falmouth
where he purchased a revolver, then went down to the
beach where he walked into the sea, held the pistol to
his head and shot himself. At the time it was stated that
the engineers were the only members of the crew not to
have panicked so that no blame could be attributed to
them. A very tragic story indeed.

Albert Edouard de Guerrier
As with Luigi, Albert met a tragic end but this time
accidental rather than self-inflicted. He was a 35 year
old ship’s pilot serving on his brother’s vessel the
“Number 16” from Le Havre. On the night of Tuesday
September 8th 1885, he fell from the ladder steps at the
North Quay incurring serious injuries due to the low tide
at time. He was promptly carried to the Marine Hotel but
soon became unconscious, eventually dying on the
following Monday. His funeral took place two days later
and it was reported in the Falmouth Packet that
Monsieur Emile Thomas, French Vice Consul, “gave a
very touching and impressive address at the graveside.”
The monument with its broken pillar is unique for
Falmouth Cemetery. Pillars usually symbolize a good,
long life, but when they are intentionally sculpted to
appear broken or unfinished, it means a life has been
cut short.
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Falmouth Spring Clean 19 April - 3 May

Falmouth Spring Clean days will involve businesses and the community coming together to give
our lovely seaside town a bit of TLC. If you want to take part, you can get involved in a variety of
jobs, including beach and town centre cleans, and gardening work.
Contact Emma Webster if you are interested in taking part:
Tel: 01326 313553
Email: emma@falmouth.co.uk
Please note that government guidelines will be adhered to and equipment and PPE will be available at all cleaning sites.

On soon!
Come and see member Tanji Cork’s soft pastel art, and much more, at the Time & Tide Exhibition at
the Poly from 27 April to 1 May (Government Covid guidelines will apply)

Cornwall car parks still FREE until 17 May!

The next Newsletters - do contribute!
I am collecting material for the May and June Newsletters. It would be great if you would consider
contributing to them. Advice on text and help with images available. For your guidance, a 1-pager,
depending on how many pictures, would be between 250-350 words, and a 2-pager 500-650
words. Deadline Friday 14 May. Do get in touch by email: mjenks06@hotmail.com
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Planning Applications
We are continuing to look at planning applications for Falmouth and where necessary comment.
The two below may be of interest, but for a more detailed look, please see our website.
http://www.falmouthcivicsociety.org.uk/planning.html
‘Stansville’, Boscawen Road, Falmouth, TR11 4EN6. Application for the erection of adwelling house
and garage and associated landscaping. PA21/0194

The site (in red) in Boscawen Road, and elevation looking up towards the road

You may be interested in commenting on this application. The site was assessed as having a ‘high
value’ in the Falmouth Local Landscape Assessment, and the Neighbourhood Plan Policy FOS1
makes it clear that development on a high value land will not be supported. We are concerned that the
protection of green and open spaces designated in the Neighbourhood Plan is upheld in this case. If
Cornwall Council granted permission, then it would set a precedent and be a threat to all our protected
open spaces. The Committee have raised an objection to any development of this open land.
Two other applications for infill development causing some local concern, and which you might be
interested in and wish to comment on.
PA21/02457

PA21/02413

Renovation and
extension works to
an existing
dwelling including
removal of an
existing garage.

Construction of
dwelling
Land Adjacent 6
Gyllyng Street
Falmouth
Cornwall

White Wings
Harbour Terrace
Falmouth TR11
2AW

Falmouth Civic Society
Tel: 01326 211196 Email: falmouthcivicsociety@gmail.com
http://www.falmouthcivicsociety.org.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Falmouth-Civic-Society/573370802673192
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